
NationsVoice: School Online Website  
Terms and Conditions  

 
*NationsVoice Editing Team:  

- Alice Binnington  
alice.binnington@learning.ecolint.ch   

 
- Lucia Guzman Rodriguez  

lucia.guzman@learning.ecolint.ch 
 

- Sophia Smith 
sophia.smith@learning.ecolint.ch  
 

Supervisor:  
- Mr. Giles Shirley  

giles.shirley@ecolint.ch  
 
Submissions: 
All prospective articles MUST be sent to nationsvoice.cdn@gmail.com or shared with the NationsVoice             
Editors*. We promote the freedom of speech and have created NationsVoice as a platform for our peers voices                  
to be heard, however we do rely on a good sense of judgement in the submission of articles.  

1) The NationsVoice Team* reserves the right to modify and edit all submitted articles under “suggestion               
mode” to ensure the accord of the author 

2) Articles should not include ANY swearing or inappropriate language  
3) Articles should not INCITE racism, violence, discrimination of; gender, sexual orientation, religion or             

race. If there is any doubt in regards to this matter, please contact the NationsVoice Team* 
 
CAS/SA/SL: 
We encourage and invite anyone to publish their work and welcome all submissions, including one time articles                 
from people who do not necessarily want to do it for their CAS/SA/SL project. 
 
However, in order to become a journalist for NationsVoice as a CAS/SA/SL activity, articles need to be                 
submitted at least ONCE EVERY TWO WEEKS (twice a month). Additionally, please contact Ms. Lola               
Robledo (lola.robledo@ecolint.ch) to ensure the validity of your activity.  
 
Submitting an article: 
If you’re a first time writer, you may send an email to nationsvoice.cdn@gmail.com stating your area of interest                  
(e.g. music, politics, sports) and one of the members of the Team* should get back to you in less than 24 hours.  
 

1) The article that you wish to submit must be shared, with editing rights, with the NationsVoice Editors*                 
through Google Docs, so as to allow the Team* to go over the article and suggest changes or                  
modifications where deemed needed under suggesting mode.  

 
2) If images are added to the article, the details regarding the source of each image, along with an                  

attachment of the image itself, must be included in the submission. The image(s) will be added at                 
the end of the article unless requested otherwise. High quality images would be appreciated,              
however the latter is not a requirement. Furthermore, the images need to be attached as links or                 
downloaded files in your submission.  

 
Advertising:  

1. If posts/blogs with the aim of advertising an event wish to be posted, the accord of school authority is                   
necessary.  

2. No advertisement of activities out of school grounds is permitted, unless agreed to by school authority.  
 
Media: Images/Videos/Films:  
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NationsVoice welcomes submissions of photos, videos and films, however no explicit content will be permitted 
1. Videos/Films: The file may be shared in Mp4 version as it will then be uploaded on the NationsVoice                  

Youtube Channel 
2. If the video/film file is too large, a link to the google drive version of the video would suffice 
3. Additionally, it would be beneficial for a small text to accompany the submitted  video/film/photo. 


